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Focus Ouestion: What were the ideals of the Renaissance, and how did
Italian artists and writers reflect these ideals?

As you read this section in your textbook, complete the following outline to identifu main
ideas and supporting details about the ltalian Renaissance.

(Outline continues on the next page.)
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What was the Renaissance?

A. A changing worldview
1.

2.

B. A spirit of adventure
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(Continued fr om p age 1-1- 8 )
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Name Class Date

What was significant about the

discovery of perspective?

A new age called the Renaissance, meaning"rebirth," marked a great

change in culture, poliiics, society, and economics. In Italy, it began in
the 1300s and reached its peak around 1500. L:rstead of focusing on

religion, as in the Middle Ages, the Renaissance explored the human

exp"erience. At the same time, there was a new emphasis 
_on 

individual
u.i1i"rre*"t-,t. At the heart of the Renaissance was an intellectual
movement called humanism. Renaissance humanists studied the

classical culture of Greece and Rome to try to comprehend their own

times. They wanted to broaden their understanding. They empha-

sized the humanities-subjects such as rhetoric, poetry, and history.

Poet Francesco Petrarch was an early Renaissance humanist. He gath-

ered a library of Greek and Roman manuscripts. This opened the

works of Cicero, Homer, and Virgil to Western Europeans'

Italy was the birthplace of the Renaissance for many reasons. It
had been the center of the Roman empire; remains of that ancient

culture were all around. Rome was also the seat of the Roman

Catholic Church, an important patron of the arts. Furthermore, Italy's

location encouraged trade with markets on the Mediterranean, in
Africa, and in Europe. Trade provided the wealth that fueled the

Renaissance. In Ita$'s city-states, powerful merchant families, such

as the Medici family of Florence,lent political and economic leader-

ship and supported the arts.
Renaissance art reflected humanism. Renaissance painters

returned to the realism of classical times by developing improved
ways to represent humans and landscapes. For example, the discor'-

ery of perspective allowed artists to create realistic art and to paint
s."nes thut appeared three-dimensional. The greatest of the

Renaissance irtists were Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, and

Raphael.
some Italian writers wrote guidebooks to heip ambitious people

who wanted to rise in the Renaissance worid. The most widely read

of these was The Book of the Courtier, by Baldassare castiglione. His

ideal courtier was a well-educated, well-mannered aristocrat who
mastered. many fields. Niccolb Machiavelli wrote a guide for rulers,

trtledThe Prince, on how to gain and maintain power'

Review Questions
1. How did the focus of study change between the Middle Ages an:

the Renaissance?

2. Identify two reasons why the Renaissance began in Italy'

What does comprehend mean in

the underlined sentence? What
clues can you llno In tne sur-

rounding text? Circle the words

in the paragraph that colld helP

you learn whal comprehend
means.

Henrily Main ldeas ldentifu
three of the main characteristics
ofthe Renaissance,
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